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Unplanned CEO turnover leads to significantly worse returns and
significantly longer hold times

34%

46%

of CEO turnover
is unplanned

83%

say CEO turnover
negatively impacts IRR

say CEO turnover
lengthens hold times

Effects?
Company disruption, causing confusion and sparking fear among managers and
employees about what the change in leadership will mean
Results?
• Plummeting productivity and morale
• Eroding internal rate of return (IRR) on investments
• Longer investment hold times

CEO turnover over the investment lifecycle — often at the most
disruptive time
Investment lifecycle

15%

immediately

58%

within two years

most disruptive time to replace CEO

73%

over lifetime of investment
Timing: PE investors replace portfolio company CEOs at the most disruptive times,
after one year of investment and before one year of exit

Primary driver of turnover?
CEOs ability to execute on
the strategy

CEO assessment and succession planning

61%

of PE investors ‘usually’ or
‘always’ seek independent
assessments during
due diligence

Are PE investors prioritizing the right capabilities in their CEO assessments?
Extremely
critical
competencies

Competencies
most difficult
to assess

Leadership skills
Drive and work ethic
(both respondent groups)

Conflict management skills: 40%
Leadership skills: 36%
(PE investors)

Most important
for high
performance
Leadership skills: 67%
Strategic thinking skills: 46%
(Portco CEOs)

Succession planning is a growing priority for PE investors, but not for portco CEOs

64%

PE focus on succession planning

39%

of respondents do not
have suitable successors
identified for CXO roles

38%

reported
greater focus

reported no
change in focus

First 100 days: misalignment between PE investors and portfolio
company (portco) CEOs on operational support
Quality of the relationship between CEO, and PE investors is variable,
with significant opportunity for improvement
PE investors

73%

reported top
priority

Both groups are consistent on
the importance of assessing
management and senior team
alignment

65%
reported top
priority

67%

Groups are inconsistent in
the value placed on assigning
operating partners and assessing
the culture

found it
valuable

27%
reported top
priority

Portco CEOs

88%

Assessing the
management team reported top
priority

65%

Establishing senior
reported top
team alignment
priority

Assigning an
Operating Partner
to CEO
Analyzing
corporate culture

38%
found it
valuable

67%
reported top
priority

First 100 days: misalignment between PE investors and portfolio
company (portco) CEOs on expectations and communications
PE investors need to clarify expectations about goals, performance metrics
cadence of communications and meetings with company leadership teams

PE investors

Portco CEOs

74%

Relationships with CEO direct
reports to assess performance

26%

Notify investors immediately
of minor problems

58%

Additional 1:1 meetings
for PE/CEO

reported using

requesting

reported valuable

38%

reported used

0%
doing

13%

reported valuable

• Performance metrics: Often the management team doesn’t know how they are being
measured or what is expected of them; outcomes and KPIs are not clear
• Communications: No set cadence for notifying PE investors of minor problems in
portfolio companies
• Frequency of contact: CEOs are challenged by multiple requests for information, often
of a very detailed nature

Recommendations

Utilize better assessment tools
If a formal third-party executive assessment is
not feasible pre-deal, alternative methods that
can be used:
• Conducting structured interviews
• Thorough reference checking
• Benchmarking with other candidates
• Personality/psychological assessment
• Evaluating the company leadership
reputation
• Talking to market influencers, industry
executives, or former executives
• Talking to target asset customers, suppliers
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Set clear expectations up front
At the beginning of the investment discuss
expectations:
• Goals and performance metrics
• Meeting and reporting channels
and frequency
• Communication topics and cadence
between PE investors and various
members of the leadership team (c-suite)
• Integrate clear goals and metrics into
the CEO compensation package to drive
alignment on common goals
• Request first time PE CEOs to speak with
experienced CEOs in the portfolio to gain
insight into the role, relationships,
and culture

